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A new application subject on inspecting mechanism equipment state with oil 
analysis technology has been rised. Mechanism equipments contain large numbers of 
attrition assistants, which lose functions on account of attrition abrasion. Consequently, 
studying abrasion states of mechanism equipments takes on important significance on 
mastering their integer performance. Along with the development of tribology theory 
and a series of advanced analysis instruments, oil analysis technology has been enriched 
in either theories or instruments. At the same time, the development and application of 
computer technology support the integrate analysis of a great deal of oil information.  
Thesis takes “12150 engine” as an example, combine with a military keystone 
research on oil analysis of armored cars, put forward a method of fault diagnosis on 
armored cars’ engine with the application of oil analysis technology. This method 
mostly consists of model on inspecting variation of metal thickness in lube. Moreover, it 
not only establishes ambit value of thickness and grads on primary abrasion metal 
granule, but also partitions it into three levels. Simultaneity, it introduces gray modeling 
and time series into spectral analysis. And then we master the variation disciplinarian 
with models, which imitate dates from spectral analysis. Furthermore, we achieve the 
ability of inspecting equipment performance through forecasting thickness variation rule  
The innovations lie on: firstly applications of oil analysis technology on diagnosing 
armored car energies, which provide a new method on diagnosing weapons; thesis 
analyzes and discusses the abrasion processes of some commonly attrition system 
particularly and strictly, at the same time, thesis put time series into analyzing dynamic 
abrasion in details. 
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